
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPANY OVERVIEW 

NAICS CODES

CAGE- 8XWR9, DUNS- 09-3513389 

FILM & MEDIA PRODUCTION 

CAPABILITY STATEMENT 

TECHNICAL SERVICES 

Beyond the Pines Productions became a 

Subchapter S Corporation in January of 2018, and 

we have been working and operating in the areas of 

film and television production for 8 years.  

Our team has over 20 years’ experience in the film 

industry with unique skill sets in film direction, 

cinematography, editing, script writing, producing, 

casting, sound and postproduction.  

With an initial focus on filming and editing, Beyond 

the Pines has expanded to specialize in providing a 

variety of services to meet its customer’s diverse 

needs. 

Beyond the Pines provides services in the following areas: 

Filmmaking and Television Production ranging from 

producing, directing, acting, writing, cinematography, art 

direction, transportation, casting, location scouting, 

location management, editing, live streaming, in-studio 

recording, and more. 

PRIMARY INDUSTRY 

512110- Motion Picture

& Video Production 

512199- Other Motion

Picture & Video 

Industries 

512290- Other Sound

Recording Industries

711510- Independent

Artists, Writers & 

Performers

512191- Tele-production

& Other Post-production 

Services 

561311- Employment

Placement Agencies

541922- Photography

Studios, Portrait

541922 – Commercial

Photography 

www.beyondthepinesproductions.com 

 Mission Statement: Under promise, over deliver. Go beyond expectations! 

Beyond the Pines provides a variety of exemplary services 

under the following North American Industry 

Classification System Codes (NAICS) and/or Product and 

Services Codes (PSC): 

Beyond the Pines 

 Productions, inc 



1x 

QUALITY COMMITMENT 
At Beyond the Pines, we are committed to exceeding your expectations and ensuring your 

complete satisfaction. Our team of experienced contract managers work diligently with our 

government customers to ensure the quality of our service is unparalleled and all performance 

metrics are met. 

EXPERIENCE

Past Performance #1

Beyond the Pines was responsible for recording 

over 4 days with 8 different cameras & 5 crew 

members-- highly detailed wind tunnel tests on 

full-scale replicas of the windows, sliding glass 

doors, and guard rails found at the Gables Club 

Complex. These tests were to emulate the effects 

of Hurricane Irma. The video we produced 

describes WJE’s methodology and testing 

program in a 17-minute video. 

Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, inc. 
$31, 654 / 2019 

Past Performance #2

Beyond the Pines was responsible for capturing 

promotional, commercial, and large-scale event 

video content for Healthy Bees, LLC over 5 days. 

The purpose of this content was to advertise their 

bee supplementation product to Beekeepers 

across the world. We produced over 20 videos with 

various language voice overs for them to show 

case. 

Healthy Bees, LLC 
$42,855 / 2019 

Past Performance #3

Beyond the Pines was responsible for creating pre-

recorded & live video productions of Realogy’s 

Executive Addresses, updates, ceremonies, and 

closings for their virtual events for the first quarter 

of 2021 with several production days. 

Realogy 

$44, 617 

DEDICATED TEAM COMPANY PROFILE 
When you work with Beyond the Pines, you are working 

with a team that is dedicated to completing all 

contractual objectives within the scope of work.  

Beyond the Pines will also assign one of our 

experienced team members to oversee the contract 

and provide regular feedback to the Contracting 

Officer and COR as needed. Our dedicated team is not 

satisfied until all expectations have been exceeded. 

DUNS: 09-3513389

CAGE: 8XWR9

SET-ASIDES: N/A

CONTACT: Dominic Anaya 

EMAIL: dom@btpps.com

 PHONE: 561-572-1408 

www.beyondthepinesproductions.com 


